Group—X Outdoor Special!

Located on the Lawn between Klotsche and Sandburg

Wednesday August 29th
5:00–5:30pm — Total Body Blast* — Lilly
5:45– 6:15pm — Guts and Butts* — Lilly
6:30– 7:00pm — WERQ* — Ashley

Thursday August 30th
4:00– 4:30pm — HIIT* — Lilly
4:45– 5:15pm — Boot Camp* — Alejandra and Jonathan
5:30– 6:00pm — Kickbox Blast** — Ben and Chia

Friday August 31st
9:00– 9:30am — Yoga Body Bootcamp** — Hannah
9:45– 10:30am — PiYo** — Ensley

In case of rain, classes will be moved to the Klotsche Center room
104* or 110**